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CosmoLex.ca...expands in Canada one license at a time. Officially we have had
queries from Ontario, Alberta, BC and Saskatchewan for CosmoLex and have
migrated data from legacy programs like PCLaw, ESILaw, Clio, Quick-books and
Pro-Law. Migration from desktop solutions brings many questions by firms who
have used some of these legacy programs for one or two decades! Yes decades.
The most frequent complaint for the legacy has been constant hang ups or
crashing and worst of all a lack of support from the developers.
The CosmoLex solution comes with a great price, hosting, storage, support and
most of all encourages consultants like us to become certified at no cost to us to
assist law firms from bookkeeping to consulting and implementation. I have
encouraged many to join up and add CosmoLex to their service portfolio’s.
www.cosmolex.ca If you are shopping for a new solution please contact.

Are you looking for a
backup solution? What
is the difference? I am
asked this daily.
Call or email
289‐821‐4763
Elizabeths@pcst.net
New offices look into new Practice Management Solutions….

CosmoLex Certified Accounting Partner (CAP) Tips
Did you know you can import any time entry, expense and A/R using the CosmoLex import
tools? If the firm is behind or just starting up the import tool may be the answer to importing
many transaction at the same time.
Did you know CosmoLex also imports Statements of Account from The Conveyancer? This
new feature implemented last month now brings the statement of account so you don’t have
to rekey the information in.
Did you know CosmoLex can merge with any prepared Word Document to customize any
invoice, receipt or letter? Simply add the precedent to CosmoLex and this feature is shared
with all users automatically.

Legal Remote BackUP— LRB

Interesting Links LS–Sask Benchers Digest
CosmoLex.ca
PCLegal

Technology Alert!!!! PCLegal’s Legal remote backup—

Updates client software. Our prices haven’t changed but the GUI and software have been updated. Protect
your crucial data that is not apart of the cloud based programs you are using. An important note is that you
know which programs actually store data on you local machines and should be included in your backup. If you
restructure file management or add new folders or even change the user profiles, the backup program used
ALSO must be updated. Also be sure to understand if your data is stored here in CANADA, most Law
societies require that data stays in Canada! Call today to learn more 289-821-4763

CosmoLex is a trademark of CosmoLex Canada, The Conveyancer is trademark product of Do Process

